With ShieldlO SDP™, the data
owners can encrypt data and fine-tune
the Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
needs down to the field and even the
subfield level while opening encrypted
data for use in existing applications.
Thanks to ShieldI O's keystore-less™
encryption capability, businesses can
search and perform SQL analytics
functions on encrypted data in real
time with sub-millisecond latency and
without use of keystores. It uses an
Al engine to manage the encryption
process, which mitigates access to data
through internal or external keystore
exposure. With ShieldlO SDP™, data
can be secured and managed without
changing the table structure or
requiring database view modifications.
The breakthrough ShieldlO
SDP™, designed specifically for data
driven industries, brings in real-time
homomorphic encryption-"the holy
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randomized by the Al engine, each call

allows running SQL functions without
decryption, this technique has been

uses a cryptographic key to allocate

locked into the research centers
with limited usability due to high

specific algorithms to develop the
content that moves on to being used as
a derived key. Leveraging the standard
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cryptoPP library, the key is then

Shield 10, the team takes homomorphic
encryption out of the science lab and

mangled with another cryptographic
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algorithm. As a result, it eliminates data
theft by hacking the keystore and also
eliminates the need for software or

We protect the customer
by making it incredibly
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or data base structure
with efficient memory
management and real-time
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hardware key management solutions to
protect confidential data on-prem or in
the cloud.
ShieldlO SDP™ is built with the
enterprise customers' needs in mind.
At the core, the platform is structured
specifically to allow the company to
build purpose directed solutions to
solve emerging enterprise security
complications. ShieldlO spent nearly
two years in stealth mode, developing
the platform and working with
customers and partners to validate it

grail of encryption" as Jennings puts it.
"We protect the customer by making

deploys it in the data center for real
world applications by eliminating the
latencies. They developed an artificial

The validation covered a number of

it incredibly difficult for hackers to gain
access to the data or database structure

intelligence engine that manages key
creation at the subfield level, allowing

criteria, ensuring resiliency of the
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encryption down to just portions of

compliant with customers' everyday

and real-time homomorphic
encryption," explains Jennings.

fields within the database. The keys

use. "In fact, we help organizations

are created with different algorithms

comply with data security regulations

prior to introducing it into the market.

platform and its ability to be secure and

like GDPR, CCPA, and NYSDFS
Cybersecurity rules," adds Jennings.
Moreover, the company's dedicated
engineering team works with partners
to solve the changing regulatory issues
and provide secure data access for loT
endpoint devices, storage arrays, and
document platforms.
At Shield 10, the team continues to
innovate. Jennings expects 2019 to be
a year in which ShieldlO will sustain its
most loyal customers-the ones who
have been using ShieldlO data security
solutions without interruption-and
win over new customers. "With support
from funding partners, we plan to
expand our sales and marketing efforts
by hiring heavily on sales engineering
and account executives, as well as
adding new partners, while enhancing
our cloud analytics and storage security
capabilities," concludes Jennings.

